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REVIEW

around them which

can shame some

aompetitors costing

signiflcantly more.

Feedint it a
24l 192 downtoad

of Kate Bush!'50
Words For Snow' via

a l'lacBook Pro and

the atmosphere of
the recording really

shone through.lt
seemed particularly

adePt with Piano

- capturing the
timbre of the instrument without
ever trippint over into brishtness. lt!
a quality which works especially well

with natural recordings, seeminSly

bringing out more of the atmosphere

of a live performance or one-take

studio cut.

Keith Jarrett's 'The Koln Concert'

It lacks any of the Braininess and false

zing some other ditital converters

occasionally display.

Proof positive came in the
shape of the 96kHz download of the
lYichaelTilsonThomas/San Francisco

Symphony Orchestra's recording of
Mahler's Symphony Number l.lt\
a sumPtuous Performance and the

MyDAC did it full iustice.The highs

were clean and extended and never

did the l.licromega show the slightest

sign of strain or conSestion. lnstead

I was just carried away by the music

- which, really, is all ),ou can ask for.

C01'lCLUSl0ll
The flicromega MyDAC is in a

touth marketplace but is distinctive

enough to stand out from the crowd,

It conveys music in a lovely liquid

style with a fine sense of flow to
the sound. Reservations about RFI

interference aside, it put in a stronS
performance and is well worth an

audition.

best, with 0.04% distortion against a

possible 0,02%, noise and some re-

sampling products appearing on 48kHz

and its multiple$; 44.lkHz and its

multiples were clean, suqgesting 44.1kHz

is the basic clock frequency.

EIAJ oynamic Ranqe figures were

good at l03dB forl6bit and 113dB for

24bit. !6bit gets no better than this but

24bit can reach 117d8.

Re$ults via USB were identical to

S,fDlF in tems of distortion, dynamic

range and noise, butlrequency response

was a tad more extended, to 92kHz, with

192kHz sample nte. Micromega have

gon€ for maximlm analogue bandwidth

with this DAC, as a flat response out

to 92kHz l-ldB) is very wide by curent
standards.

The lvlydac measured well in all

areas, oflering very wide analogue

bandwidth from all inputs, more than

most rivals. NK

frequency response (-1dB)

96k sanple rate (ll,z-77kEz

Distortion {16 / 24bit}
0dB

/ 0.008
-60d8
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USB and SIPDiF inputs (optical and electrical), stereo audio outputs (red &
white) and a USB112 switch.

was a delight with superb imaging and

the right sense of timing and rhlthm.

Jarrettt various grunts and moans

as he ups the pace also rant out
true whereas on less accomplashed

devices they can be relegated to
vague background thumps.

Switching inputs to the S/PDIF

connection and the Micromega
proved it can also up the pace when

needed. Led Zeppelin's 'lmmigrant
Sont' thundered along but still

retained that admirable clean treble
which conveys so much musical

information.lt's very easy to iust sit
back and enjoy the music, so effort-
lessly does the Micromega seem to
go about its work.

There was no doubt the S/PDIF

seemed to bring out a bit more
body to the sound which was a

welcome thing. Don't 8et me wront,
the l4icrometa is by no means

lithtweight but in absolute terms
it lacks the outriSht authoriq/ of
something like the Chord QuteHD.
On more bass-heavy music theret
just the slitht sugtestion that its
not quite extractint that last bit of
oomph from the recording.

But, then again, the Chord is a

different beast and some {700 more
expensive so it! perhaps not quite

a strictly fair comparison.\ y'hat the
Micromega l4yDAC does very well is

convey the spirit of what ir is playing.

MEASUBTD PTRTllRMANGE
The Mydac gave a very wide analogue

frequency response with 192kHz sample

mte, reaching 77kHz (-1d8, higher than is

common. Many DACS roll otf slowly from

lower down for a pulse response with no

pre-ringing, so the Mydac may sound a

bit liqhter than rivals.

Both optical and electrical S/PDIF

inputs worked up to 192kHz sample rate

on our Rohde I Schwae UPV digital

analyser and they were linear with a

24bit signal, it not quite up to the very

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

DISTORTION

0.22 / 0.015
Separation llkHz) t12dB
Noise (lEG A) -l l3dB
Dynanic raryo (16/24bit)103 /l13dB

MICROMEGA
MYDAC f259

oooo
VEBOICT
A fluent, open sound wlth
excellent imaging and strong

timing.

FOR

- asynchronous IJSB

- 2411g2Khz capable
- distinctive styling

AGAINST
- RFlissue
- plastic case
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